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To assist you in selecting a Real.Estate professional to represent you, we would be 
happy to share with you our experience with Sam Inman. 

After having our house listed for a year without an offer we decided to list our home 
with Sam. Immediately we noticed an increase in the frequency of showings, after which 
Sam always relayed any feedback to us rather than leave us wondering how things went. 
To our delight, after only three months, we received a full price offer in a market that, as 
you probably know, is pretty tough. Although it is impossible to know all of the factors 
that contributed to that success, we believe some major factors are directly related to 
Sam's skillful, aggressive approach to real estate sales. For Example: 

Sam's internet marketing skills: This area was of particular importance to us since so 
many people use the internet as a research tool. Sam's web site presentations are ve1y 
attractive. We preferred her photos and property descriptions over other agent's. This may 
have been instrumental in the sale of our home since our buyer was "out of state". Her 
advertisements in our local publications are attractive as well. 

Sam's knowledge of the real estate market: When I interviewed Sam I asked her to 
provide me with her suggested list price, what we could expect to receive, and what we 
could expect to net after all associated costs. We ended up within a few thousand dollars 
of her estiniation and the variance was actually in our favor! 

Sam's communication and negotiating abilities: After conversing with Sam via 
telephone and later interviewing her in person, she proved to be articulate, poised, and 
persuasive. Although I didn't personally witness her negotiate with the buying agent for 
our home, she came back to us with a full price offer (We had to pay the buyer's closing 
costs) All of this happened in a neighborhood where other homes were not selling. In fact, 
at least two of our neighbors listed with her after our success! 

Sam's professionalism: Her skill, competence, and character all met our high 
expectations. Our home, like most people's, is one of our greatest investmentsi Because of 
this, we had many questions and concerns about many issues. Sam promptly and patiently 
explained the answers to all of our questions. In all of our dealings with Sam, she proved 
to be thoughtful, calm and collected, never putting her interests in closing a deal before 
our interest in making sound decisions. She was always punctual, organized, and diligent 
about keeping us informed which smoothed the sales process from our initial consultation 
with her throughout the entire escrow process. 

Sam's strong work ethic, prompt service, and rapt .devotion to her career and clients 
not only distinguish her from her peers, but make her an excellent candidate for your 
listing agent We wouldn't hesitate to call her again should we decide to sell our current 
home. 
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